CITYWIDE IRRIGATION RENOVATION PROJECTS

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Throughout Denver’s Parks system, there are multiple, critical irrigation needs that need to be addressed. These systems are aging and in poor condition, contributing to excessive water waste and requiring frequent maintenance. Renovating these outdated and worn irrigation systems will contribute to improved water conservation, customer service, infrastructure preservation, sustainability and recreational opportunities.

These projects will begin to design and renovate much-needed irrigation improvements in multiple Denver parks. Project elements include renovated mainlines, valves, laterals and heads, plus upgrades to central control and pump systems as needed.

PROJECT INFORMATION
Location: Citywide
District: Varies
Neighborhood: Varies
Elevate Denver Funded Amount: $5 million
Designers: Varies
Contractors: Varies

PROJECT BENEFITS
- Designed and renovated irrigation systems
- Updated system elements with improved life expectancy
- Reduced water waste and operational cost

KEY MILESTONES
BEGIN DESIGN 2018
BEGIN CONSTRUCTION 2020
PROJECT COMPLETION 2022

Learn more about the program and projects in your neighborhood at denvergov.org/ElevateDenver.